
BACKGROUND

Dr James, a highly qualified and 
experienced engineering and 
commercial business development 
professional had enjoyed a varied 
career resulting in a successful 
fifteen year period with two large 
academic institutions. As a result of 
funding cuts, his role was displaced 
and following a comprehensive 
review of the marketplace, he chose 
ARC to support him.

RESULT

Dr James accepted a six month 
interim assignment and is currently 
shortlisted for two roles which 
meet his criteria and represent a 
significant increase in salary as well 
as the opportunity to utilise his very 
specialist skill set.

CAREER SUPPORT PROVIDED 

After a comprehensive initial diagnostic session, Dr James was 
matched with Kate, an experienced Executive Lead Coach. Kate and 
Dr James worked together to create a comprehensive action plan with 
tangible milestones to meet his very exacting standards. 

At the outset of the coaching programme, Dr James wanted to conduct 
a very narrow job search. Kate encourged Dr James to complete a 
Life Compass tool to help him to better understand his career and life 
anchors. Additionally, a psychometric assessment allowed Dr James 
to obtain a deeper understanding of his motivators and key personal 
strengths. Following these interventions, and subsequent discussions, 
Dr James agreed that to fully explore available opportunities he would 
spread the net slightly wider.

Kate introduced Dr James to specialists from the ARC expert coaching 
team including specialists in Personal Branding and Image, Digital 
Profile Building and Presentation. 

Kate supported Dr James to create a first class CV and supporting 
marketing documents. This opened the door to several interviews - for 
both permanent and interim roles. Kate also introduced Dr James to her 
own network contacts and made introductions which allowed him to 
explore opportunities more widely.

EXECUTIVE OUTPLACEMENT

CASE STUDY - ENGINEERING

FEEDBACK

“The executive outplacement service was excellent and was crucial in 
supporting me to find my next role - albeit interim.

The ARC team are all friendly and professional, in particular David, the 
Executive Programme Manager, and Kate, my coach. 

David listened carefully, made positive suggestions of areas where a 
coach could support me, and helped me to find the perfect coach in 
Kate.

Kate’s support was excellent. She was the perfect balance of being a 
great listener, a pro-active thinker, and a brilliant motivator.

More than anything, both Kate and David felt like my friends, my trusted 
advisers, and were always available, sometimes at very short notice, to 
guide me. It was good to know that they were in my corner.”

*Name changed to protect confidentiality
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